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Abstract: Voting for anything is one of the most important ways to ensure fair representation and equal voice when making 

decisions. The larger the implications for each decision, the more people who participate in the process. As such, it can 

become difficult to accurately and efficiently keep track of each voter’s eligibility and validity to participate. On top of this, 

there are also other issues including lack of transparency and potential corruption which discourages many from voting at 

all. In this project, we have designed an electronic voting system using Ethereum blockchain technology. The whole voting 

process would be decentralized, which means that there is no central agency. Anybody can participate and become a node 

in the system as long as they meet requirements. Smart contract will be designed in such a way that double voting problem 

is solved.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Blockchain in simple terms is defined as a chain of blocks, that are cryptographically secured band joined together. A blockchain 

acts as a Distributed ledger which is open to anyone. Blockchain also have property, that once the data is recorded inside the blocks 

of blockchain it  becomes difficult to change it. The blockchain is used for the secure transfer of items like money, property, 

contracts, etc. without requiring a third-party intermediary like bank or government.  

 

 
Fig 1.1 Blocks in blockchain. 

 

Each blocks in blockchain contains: 

1.Data. 

2.Hash. 

3.Previous block hash. 
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Fig 1.2: Centralized ledger v/s Decentralized ledger 

 

As shown in the fig 1.2 we can see that in centralized system a central agency is involved. In traditional system the votes that are 

given by the people goes to the central agency and than the results are displayed by this central agency to everyone. Whereas in the 

blockchain system there is no central agency all the people involved in the process of election are connected to each other through 

a network so whatever changes happens in one person database that will be reflected to all others that are connected in the 

network.The problem of transparency is solved. 

 

II. HISTORY AND EVOLUTION 

Blockchain started back in 1990’s.The first mention of the blockchain starts from 1991, when Stuart haber and W scott Stornetta 

did the first work on the blockchain. In 1992 Blockchain like technology improved by incorporating the Merkle Trees. Tornetta did 

the first work on the secure chain of the blocks, next year in 1992 blockchain saw the introduction of the mekle trees in the 

blockchain leg design which enabled the multiple documents to be stored within a single blockchain , increasing the blockchain 

efficiency. In year 2008 Satoshi nakamoto published a white paper titled "bitcoin -A peer to peer electronic cash system. This paper 

concluded to solve the problem of double spending of money , which was a major problem in the digital currency. In 2015 Vitalik 

Buterin launched a blockchain named "Ethereum " Ethereum blockchain was much better than the bitcoin blockchain , it has a 

major added feature called smart contracts. Which ran on the ethereum network and were turing complete,but both the blockchains 

"bitcoin and ethereum " had same consensus algo called Proof of work , but this required the heavy investment of the mining rigs 

to run and maintain the network , which can calculate the computational hashes and miners are given an incentives , which are 

called "Transaction fee" which goes to the miners.  

 

III. REQUIREMENTS 

1)Metamask – To use Ethereum blockchain we should have an Metamask chrome extension and account created in metamask. 

2)Visual studio code - The code for frontend and backend is written in visual studio code. Frontend is written in javascript. Backend 

is written in solidity language to design smart contract. 

Solidity is an object oriented programming language designed for Ethereum network. Solidity helps to write the smart contract, 

which can make the state changes via making a transaction on the Ethereum network. Solidity is contract programming language 

that has similarities to javascript and C. The code that is written in solidity is compile in EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine). 

3)Dependencies like:  

1.Node js   

2.Truffle framework- It gives us set of tools to write the smart contract with the solidity programming language and deploy smart 

contract. It also gives framework for testing smart contracts. 

3.Ganche- It is a virtual blockchain which sets up 10 default Ethereum addresses with private keys and 100 ethers for each address. 
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Step 1: Firstly voter has to login  in their metamask account and the account should contain ethers for voting purpose. 

Step 2: Open the voting webpage which has table of candidate. Each candidate has an id, name and vote count. 

Step 3: Voter should select the candidate whom he/his wants to vote. 

Step 4: Voter should click on vote button. 

Step 5: Voter will then get a metamask notification. In that notification voter can see how much gas fee is used for the vote caste 

and two options will be there reject or confirm. The voter has to click on confirm button if he/she wishes to vote. 

Step 6: Voter will get the notification of confirmed transaction. 

Step 7: Finally the voter can see that which candidate has got how many votes. 

As we say that this is decentralized system so all the transaction are visible to each voter and this can be seen in etherscan.io. 

V. RESULTS 

 

Fig 5.1: Metamask account. 
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Fig 5.2: Client side Application. 

This is election result page over here we have table of candidate. Each candidate has an id, name and vote count. 

 

Fig 5.3: Metamask notification. 

After selecting the candidate the voter has to confirm the transaction. 
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Fig 5.4: Transaction Details. 

Here we can see that from whom  to whom the vote is caste and at which time all the details are mentioned and how much gas fee 

is used is also mentioned. 

 

Fig 5.5: Election Result 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Today also we have traditional system for voting, the people have to go to the booth and than cast vote and  after few months the 

result is displayed. So E-voting is still controversial within political and scientific circle. Blockchain based voting systems provide 

full transparency by eliminating the need for central authorities to be involved. The problem of double voting is also solved as we 

have designed smart contract in such a way that voters can vote only once. Result is also displayed immediately after the time period 

of voting is over. Technology can potentially be an answer to the question of how to keep elections and voting as secure and 

fullproof as possible. 
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